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We put forward an approach for manipulating the spectral profile of entangled photon pairs. Such spectral
properties are mediated by the geometry of noncollinear spontaneous parametric down-conversion and by
selecting the appropriate spatial profile of the pump laser radiation. We show that one can translate spatial
features imprinted in the pump beam into desired spectral profiles of the generated entangled-photon state.
Particular configurations suitable for generating entangled pairs with ultranarrow spectral width and with
multiple-peaked spectra are demonstrated.
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Spontaneous parametric down-conversion(SPDC) is a re-
liable and convenient source for generating entangled-photon
states and thus is currently employed in many quantum-
optics applications[1]. An appropriate tailoring of the spec-
tral properties of the entangled two-photon states is often
required for efficient information encoding. For example,
chromatic dispersion can cause problems for quantum cryp-
tography schemes implemented in optical fibers, when utiliz-
ing photon pairs created via SPDC. Therefore, several
schemes suitable for transmission over long distances, such
as time-bin entanglement, can strongly benefit from fre-
quency engineered—e.g., narrowband—entangled states[2].
Several other quantum-optical applications that make use of
the frequency entanglement of the two photons can also ben-
efit from such manipulation. In particular, frequency-
correlated two-photon states can be used for improving the
accuracy of clock synchronization[3]. Elimination of the
strong correlations between the frequencies of the two pho-
tons is required for performing linear-optical logic operations
[4], suppression of spectral information is crucial for experi-
ments that make use of a portion of the state of two particles
[5], and entangled photons with increased spectral width are
needed for enhancing the resolution in quantum optical co-
herence tomography schemes[6].

Therefore, the elucidation of new physical phenomena
that allow control of the spectral properties of generated en-
tangled photon pairs is of paramount importance. To date
most experimental configurations for the generation of en-
tangled photons via SPDC in bulk materials use nearly col-
linear phase matching geometries, where the pump, signal,
and idler photons propagate almost along the same direction.
The majority of practical applications of periodically poled
nonlinear materials are also limited to a collinear configura-
tion. In this paper, we show that sufficiently noncollinear
geometries, in combination with pump spatial-profile ma-
nipulation, offer new features and key opportunities for the
control of entanglement.

An indication that the geometry of noncollinear SPDC
affects the spectrum of the generated entangled-photon pairs

is provided, e.g., in the case of counterpropagating entangled
photons that are emitted in a thin waveguide[7] or a wave-
guide with periodic nonlinearity[8], where the frequencies
of the two photons were found to be manipulable from fre-
quency anticorrelated to frequency correlated by modifying
the temporal and spatial characteristics of the pump beam
[9]. In addition, using the transverse momentum of the pho-
tons in noncollinear geometries allows the engineering of
spectrally uncorrelated pairs of photons, as recently sug-
gested[10].

Here we show that using a specific noncollinear configu-
ration of the parametric interaction, together with specially
designed spatial profiles of the pump beam, allows tailoring
of the spectral properties of the two-photon state over a wide
range of possibilities. The selection of the dispersive proper-
ties of the material, including electing a particular type of
phase matching, can further enlarge the parameter space
available for engineering entangled-photon states[4]. To il-
lustrate the potential of the method put forward here, we
show that entangled-photon states with spectra of arbitrary
shapes and substantially reduced width can be constructed by
manipulating the pump beam profile within a noncollinear
geometry.

We consider a nonlinear optical crystal of lengthL with
periodically modulated orientation of the second-order non-
linearity, illuminated by a laser pump beam propagating in
thez direction(Fig. 1). The two-photon quantum stateuCl at
the output of the nonlinear crystal, within first-order pertur-
bation theory, is given by

uCl = u0,0l − si/"d E
0

t

dtHIstdu0,0l, s1d

whereu0,0l is the vacuum state,t is the interaction time, and
HIstd is the effective Hamiltonian in the interaction picture,
given by [11]
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HI = e0E
V

dVxs2dÊp
+Ês

−Êi
− + c.c., s2d

wheree0 is the permittivity of free space,xs2d is the second-
order nonlinear susceptibility tensor,V is the volume of the

crystal illuminated by the pump beam,Êp
+ refers to the

positive-frequency part of the pump electric-field operator,

and Ês,i
− refer to the negative-frequency parts of the signal

and idler electric-field operators, respectively. The profile of
the paraxial pump beam, which is treated classically, is ex-
panded in plane waves as

Epsx,z,td =E dqpĒpsqpdexpfikpz+ iqp ·x − ivp
0 tg + c.c.,

s3d

wherex=sx,yd is the position in the transverse plane,z is the
propagation direction of the pump beam,qp is the transverse
momentum,vp

0 is the angular frequency of the pump beam,

kpsqpd=Îsvp
0np/cd2− uqpu2 is the longitudinal wave number

inside the crystal,np is the refractive index at the pump

wavelength, andĒpsqpd represents the spatial amplitude dis-
tribution of the pump beam in momentum space. We restrict
ourselves to the case of a cw pump and to configurations
with negligible Poynting vector walk-off, as is the case for
quasi-phase-matched crystals. The results can be extended to
more general settings.

To elucidate the spatial structure of the two-photon state
in the noncollinear geometry, we definex1,2=x, y1,2
=y cosw1,2+z sin w1,2, and z1,2=z cosw1,2−y sin w1,2,
wherew1,2 are the angles formed by the direction of propa-
gation of the pump beam,z, and the direction of propagation
of the signal,z1, and idler photons,z2, respectively(see Fig.
1). Thus, the electric-field amplitude operator corresponding
to the signal photon can then be written as

Ês
−sx1,z,td ~E dvsdpexph− ip ·x1 − iksz1 + ivstjâs

†svs,pd,

s4d

where x1=sx1,y1d, p=spx,pyd is the transverse momentum
for the signal photon,ksspd=fsvsns/cd2− upu2g1/2 is the longi-
tudinal wave number,âs

† is the creation operator for a photon
with momentump and frequencyvs, andns is the refractive
index inside the nonlinear crystal at the signal wavelength.
The electric-field operator of the idler photon is similarly
written, substituting p by the transverse momentumq
=sqx,qyd. The quantum state of the two-photon is given by
[12]

uCl =E dvs dvidpdqFsvs,vi,p,qdâs
†svs,pdâi

†svi,qdu0,0l,

s5d

where the state function is

Fsvs,vi,p,qd = Ēpspx + qx,D0dsincsDkL/2dexps− iDkL/2d.

s6d

In this expression, D0=py cosw1+qy cosw2−ks sinw1
−ki sinw2 comes from the phase-matching condition along
the transversey direction, Dk=kp−ks cosw1−ki cosw2
−py sin w1−qy sin w2−2p /L comes from the phase match-
ing condition along the longitudinalz direction, and

kp = fsvp
0np/cd2 − spx + qxd2 − sD0d2g1/2. s7d

Here,L is the period of the modulation of the nonlinearity of
the crystal in thez direction when quasi-phase-matching
(QPM) is used. For convenience, the signal and idler fre-
quencies are written asvs=vs

0+Vs and vi =vi
0+Vi, respec-

tively, wherevs,i
0 are the central frequencies, andVs,i are the

angular frequency deviations about the central frequencies.
The central frequencies satisfyvp

0=vs
0+vi

0, together with,
for a cw pump beam,Vi =−Vs.

The sought after spectral properties of the state function
can be extracted by measuring the function

CsVsd = FsVs,− Vs,p = 0,q = 0d, s8d

which can be observed experimentally with the signal and
idler photons traversing an appropriate 2f optical system
[12]. Note that more general detection schemes that make
use of different modal decompositions of the down-
converted photons—i.e., projection into Gaussian modes
with monomode optical fibers—are also possible. In such
cases, Eq.(6) has to be integrated into the required modes.
Expression(8) contains the central physical result presented
here. To make it apparent, we make use of the approximation
[13] ks=ks

0+NsVs+s1/2dDsVs
2 and ki =ki

0+NiVi +s1/2dDiVi
2

to obtain

FIG. 1. Schematic of a noncollinear spontaneous parametric
down-conversion process in a QPM nonlinear grating.
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CsVsd < Ēps0,aVsdsincH sbVs + gVs
2dL

2
J

3expH− i
sbVs + gVs

2dL
2

J , s9d

where a=Ns sin w1−Ni sin w2, b=Ni cosw2−Ns cosw1,
andg=s1/2dDs cosw1+s1/2dDi cosw2 are material param-
eters that depend on the nonlinear crystal. The important
result put forward by Eq.(9) is that the spectral properties of
the down-converted photons depend on the shape of the
pump beam, on the length and dispersion properties of the
nonlinear crystal, and on the specific directions of propaga-
tion of the signal and idler beams, thus opening the door to
obtaining desired spectral features by using the geometry of
the noncollinear interaction. Equation(9) contains three
terms. The first term depends on the amplitude distribution of
the pump beam, scaled by the factora, and it is independent
of the crystal length. The second and third terms depend only
on the crystal itself, its length, material characteristics, and
type of phase matching.

We present a few examples that illustrate the potential of
the technique. Figures 2 and 3 show the spectral profile for
several configurations in interactions for degenerate fre-
quency down-conversion(vp

0=2vs
0=2vi

0). The periodL of
the QPM grating is then given by

L =
mlp

0

np − sns/2dcosw1 − sni/2dcosw2
, s10d

wherelp
0=2pc/vp

0 is the wavelength of the pump beam and
m is the order of the QPM grating. The QPM structure is
only used to obtain phase matching between the interacting
waves. Other types of phase matching can also be used, such
as type-I birefringent phase matching in BBO or LiIO3,
where one can obtain large angles of emission,w1 and w2,
with no spatial walk-off. In actual materials, expression(10)
yields very small domain periods for first-order QPM. For
example, in PPLN or PPKTP, forw1=−w2=90°, one needs
periods well below 1mm. However, phase matching can be
achieved by employing higher-order QPM interactions, thus
with larger periods. This comes at the expense of decreasing
the efficiency of the down-conversion process—i.e.,def fsmd
=def fsm=1d /m—but still with nonlinear coefficients similar

to those obtained with nonlinear crystals currently used—
e.g., critically phase-matchedb-barium borate. The periods
required to fulfill these conditions are well within the current
technological state of the art[14].

For configurations where the pump, signal, and idler
propagate coaxially, one hasw1=w2=0, w1=w2=p or w1=0,
w2=p hence, the spectral properties of the down-converted
photons do not depend on the beam widthsa=0d, and thus
the spectrum of the generated photons is mainly determined
by the length of the nonlinear crystal. Figure 2(a) corre-
sponds to two configurations where the signal and idler pho-
tons are copropagating or backward propagating coaxially
with the pump beam, as shown in the corresponding inset. In
Fig. 2(b) we show that the spectral width for the case where
the signal and idler photons counterpropagate is highly re-
duced, as is the case when the photons are emitted in a wave-
guide with periodic nonlinearity[8]. Notice that in all these
cases the spectrum is independent of the spatial shape of the
pump beam.

In contrast, for so-called transverse-emitting configura-
tions, where the down-converted photons are emitted or-
thogonally to the direction of propagation of the pump beam
sw2=−w1=p /2d, the spectral properties of the generated two-
photon state are determined by the amplitude distribution of
the pump beam, since one hasb=0 andg=0. Actually, the

FIG. 2. SpectrumuCu2 for different degenerate SPDC processes.
The insets sketch the different nonlinear interaction geometries.(a)
Collinear forward,w1=w2=0° or backward,w1=w2=180°.(b) Col-
linear counterpropagating,w1=0°, w2=180°. The twin photon
source is a PPLN sample of lengthL=1 mm and the wavelength is
lp

0=406 nm.

FIG. 3. SpectrumuCu2 for different degenerate SPDC processes
in a transverse-emitting configuration,w1=−w2=90°. (a) General
configuration for mapping the spatial shape of the pump beam into
frequency distributions of the down-converted photons. In(b) the
pump beam is Gaussian withw0=10 mm (dashed lines), w0

=100mm (thick solid line), andw0=1 mm (dotted line). In (c) the
pump beam is a HG01 beam withw0=100mm. The twin photon
source is a PPLN sample of lengthL=1 mm and the wavelength is
lp

0=406 nm.
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spectrum of the two-photon state mimics the amplitude dis-
tribution of the pump beam. In Fig. 3(a) we show a sketch of
a 2f configuration to map the spatial properties of the pump
beam into the frequency properties of the down-converted

photons. One obtains from Eq.(9) that CsVsd. Ēpf0,
−lp

0faVs/ s2pdg, where f is the focal length of the system.
lp

0fa / s2pd, which depends on the material characteristics
and the direction of propagation, is a mapping factor that
scales the amplitude distribution of the pump beam when
imprinted on the spectral shape of the down-converted pho-
tons. In Fig. 3(b) we plot the spectrum obtained for a Gauss-

ian pump beam with width w0—i.e., Ēpsqpd~exps
−uqpu2w0

2/4d. One finds that in this case the spectral widthsl

of the state function for a transverse-emitting configuration is
given by

sl =
2slp

0d2

apcw0
. s11d

As shown in Fig. 3(b), a very narrow bandwidth can be
achieved. In the case considered here, for beam widths
w0.25 mm, subnanometer spectral widths of the state func-
tion are obtained. In Fig. 3(c), we plot the spectrum corre-
sponding to a pump beam with the multi-peak spatial distri-

bution: Ēpsqpd~qy exps−uqpu2w0
2/4d, which corresponds to a

Hermite-Gauss pump beam. The potential of the scheme to
tailor the spectral properties of the two-photon state indepen-
dently of the length of the crystal is clearly apparent.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows the spectral widthsl, as a function
of the spatial width of a Gaussian pump beam, for several
directions of propagation of the signal and idler photons
sw1=−w2d and several crystal lengths. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
correspond to periodically poled lithium niobate(PPLN).
The plots show how controlling the beam width impacts the
spectral width of the two-photon state. As shown in Fig. 4(b),
for large beam widths, the spectral width of the two-photon
state is the same for different crystal lengths, and is deter-
mined by the angle of propagation. Generally speaking, simi-
lar conclusions are obtained for other types of phase match-
ing. In Fig. 4(c) we compare the spectral width calculated for

several types of phase matching:eee interaction in PPLN
(type 0), degenerate type-II phase matching in BBO, and
degenerate type-I phase matching in BBO[15]. For all non-
collinear configurations, the spectral width decreases with
increasing angle of propagationw1 and increasing beam
width of the pump beam. The main difference between dif-
ferent types of phase matching is the maximum size of the
spectral width that can be achieved, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
The plot also provides information about the accuracy of the
approximate expression given by Eq.(9), when compared
with the exact spectrum, as given by Eq.(8). The experimen-
tal values reported[16] for nearly collinear type-II phase
matching, with a BBO crystal of lengthL=2 mm and pho-
tons collected in monomode fibers, agree qualitatively with
the values calculated here. For collinear type-II phase match-
ing, the corresponding spectral widths calculated are close to
the noncollinear ones.

In conclusion, we have shown that the use of noncol-
linearly phase-matched SPDC in suitable materials repre-
sents a powerful tool for managing the spectral width of
two-photon quantum states. In particular, we have shown
that in so-called transverse-emitting geometries(i.e., down-
converted light emitted perpendicular to the pump-beam di-
rection), the frequency spectrum mimics the spatial ampli-
tude distribution of the pump beam. This allows, for
example, the generation of pairs of photons with arbitrary
state function shapes and with reduced spectral width. We
have also shown that in the commonly used nearly collinear
configurations, the width of the pump beam can noticeably
change the spectral width of the down-converted photons, a
feature to be taken into account when devising practical
schemes for enhancing the amount of entanglement in polar-
ization and spatial-entanglement protocols.
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FIG. 4. Spectral widthsl of the down-converted photons versus the pump beam widthw0 for degenerate SPDC.(a) PPLN sample for
several selected output signal and idler angles,L=1 mm. (b) PPLN sample with fixed output anglessw1=1°d and two crystal lengthsL
=1 mm andL=1 cm.(c) Fixed output anglesw1=1°d and crystal lengthsL=1 mmd for different types of phase matching. Circles correspond
to the approximate expression of the state function given by Eq.(9). In these plots, the wavelength islp

0=406 nm. In all cases, the pump
beam is assumed to be Gaussian.
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